Abstract. In this paper we provide an information delay protocol using non-orthogonal quantum states. One person can send the other person some information which cannot be read until he or she lets the latter do. The principles of quantum mechanics guarantee that the protocol is unconditionally secure. When the sender decides to let the other get the information, he or she need only to send the latter some dictates through a public classical channel. There are no entangled states and complex quantum operations except measurements needed in our protocol. So it is easier to carry out and more robust in practice.
Introduction
Quantum information science is the integration of quantum physics and information science. It may provide surprising force for people to do things which are impossible in classical information science so far, such as decomposing a large number in polynomial time(Shor's algorithm) [1] and so on. One of the most important fields of quantum information science is quantum cryptography. Unlike the classical cryptographic protocol based on the complexity of computation, the unconditional security of the quantum cryptographic protocol is guaranteed by the fundamental principles of quantum physics. The first quantum key distribution (OKD) protocol is proposed by C. H. Bennett and G. Brassard [2] . So it's called BB84 protocol. Since then much research work has been done in quantum cryptography, such as quantum key distribution [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , quantum authentication [8] [9] [10] , quantum bit commitment [11, 12] , quantum secret sharing [13] [14] , quantum information hiding [15] [16] , quantum obvious transfer [17, 18] , and so on. Experiments on QKD have also been accomplished successfully. In 1992 Bennett, Bessette and Brassard first realized BB84 protocol in laboratory [19] . Recently QKD in optical fiber has been achieved [20] beyond 150 km and in free space has been implemented over a distance of 1 km [21] .
There is another interesting problem: information delay. Suppose that one person, for example, Alice, wants to give some information to the other one, Bob. But she hopes that Bob couldn't read the information at his hands until she lets him to do sometime in the future. Moreover Bob may be far away from Bob in space when Alice finally decides to let him read the information. Obviously it's an important problem which may appear in business and military affairs. In classical cryptography people often solve this problem by the following scheme. Alice encrypts the information and only gives Bob the cipher text. So Bob can't read the information because he hasn't the key to decrypt it. Only when Alice decides to let Bob get the information, does she send the key to Bob through a public channel. So Bob can read the information now. On the other hand, since the channel is public, an eavesdropper, Eve, can also get the key. But she can't get the information because she hasn't the cipher text. However there is still a serious danger in this scheme. Bob must keep the cipher text until he gets the key Alice sends him. If Eve breaks in Bob's office while he isn't present, she can make a copy of the cipher text without being found by Bob. So she can get the information by decrypt the cipher text with the key, that is to say, the scheme above is insecure under such attack. In [24] an information delay protocol using quantum entangled states is provided. But it needs that two sides share EPR pairs and keep them entangled for a long time which may be difficult in practice. In this paper we provide an information delay protocol which can prevent such attacks. First Alice send Bob some qubits. When Alice decides to let Bob get the information, she sends some dictates to Bob through a public classical channel. Finally Bob gets the information. The information doesn't exist until Alice decides to let Bob know it. Moreover quantum no-cloning theorem forbids anyone to copy unknown states. This facts prevent Eve from getting the information by taking the attack above. The principles of quantum mechanics guarantee that our protocol is unconditionally secure.
Basic idea
In quantum information science a quantum two-state system is often called a qubit. The state space of a qubit is a two-dimension Hilbert space. We can measure the state of the qubit in basis
As known two non-orthogonal quantum states, such as |0> and |+>, or |1> and |-> and so on, can't be discriminated with certainty, or in other words, it's impossible to determine the state by doing any measurement form the state set
. The famous BB84 QKD protocol is just based on this fact. Now we assume that Alice creates a qubit in one state of the state set
at random and records her choice. Then she sends the qubit to Bob. Obviously it's impossible for Bob to know what state the qubit is in. When Alice want to let Bob receive a bit of information '0', she does according to the following rule. Now Alice can let Bob get the information at anytime as long as she wants. So we can design a information delay protocol based on this idea.
Information protocol using quantum entangled states
Now we present our information delay protocol.
A. How to transmit the qubits from Alice to Bob
First Alice creates m qubits at random in one of the four states
. Then Alice sends them to Bob. These qubits can be transmitted through an insecure quantum channel. We can prove that it's secure by the technology provided by BB84 protocol [1] . No eavesdroppers can intercept in this process without being found. The number m-m1 is usually larger than the number n because m>>n. So Alice and Bob choose n qubit from the left m-m1qubits. It is the qubits which is needed in our quantum information delay protocol.
B . The information delay protocol
Now we give our information delay protocol using orthogonal quantum states. Whenever Alice wants to let Bob get an n-bit string. They do as following steps. (2)When Bob receives Alice's dictates and finished measurements, Bob gets an n-bit string at last. It is just the information which Alice wants to give him.
Security of the protocol
Our protocol is secure. Bob can't get the information until Alice wants him to do. On the other hand no one except Alice and Bob can know the information. We prove it as follows.
First it is easy to find that Bob can't get the information until Alice wants him to do. At first Bob receives the qubits from Alice. But Bob can't do anything to get the information because Alice hasn't encode the information in these qubits. If Bob measures the qubits he holds, he can only get results |0> and |1> at random, which contain no information. Only when Alice decides to let Bob get the information, does she indicates Bob what to do. Only when Bob receives these dictates, can he measure the qubits at his hands and get the information.
Emerging Engineering Approaches and Applications
Second let's assume that an eavesdropper, for example, Eve, wants to get the information. At first the process that Alice sends the qubits to Bob is secure, which has been proved in [1] . Eve can't intercept. All that she can do is to listen to the public classical channel in which Alice sends her dictates to Bob. But she just gets the dictates that Alice tells Bob to measure their qubits in one basis. The information is determined by Bob's measurement outcomes which is kept secret by Bob so that Eve can never get it. On the other hand although if Eve breaks in Bob's office while Bob isn't present, she can't make a copy of Bob's qubits because quantum no-cloning theorem forbids her to do such things. So our protocol is unconditionally secure.
Finally let's consider the fake information attack. Eve may impersonate Alice to send some dictates to Bob so as to give Bob the fake information. It's easy to prove this attack can't succeed. When Bob receives the fake dictates, he measures his qubits as our protocol asks. But Eve doesn't know the oringnal state at all, she has no way to guarantee that Bob get a determined measurement result which she wants Bob to get. So Bob can only get random |0> and |1>. So Bob will get a random binary string containing no information. Moreover he can assure that the dictates must be fake at once.
So we have proved that our protocol is unconditionally secure.
Discussion and conclusion
Notice that there are no entangled states and complex quantum operation except measurement in our protocol, so it's easy to be achieved in practice. On the other hand after Alice sends Bob the qubits, Alice can let Bob get the information at any time even they may be separated by a long distance in space. Now all that they need is only a public classical channel between them. Since no quantum channels are needed now, many difficulties such as decoherence and noise of the quantum channel no longer exist. So our protocol is more robust.
In this paper we provide an information delay protocol using orthogonal quantum states. The principles of quantum mechanics guarantee that the protocol is unconditionally secure. And the protocol is easier to carry out and more robust in practice.
